Friends of the Ministry,
Twenty-two years ago I was sitting at a shop in downtown Dallas where I had my first conversation with my future wife, Cherice. We talked
for a couple of hours (obviously I was in love:) and we both shared about our heart to reach the ends of the earth with the gospel. As the
son of a Mennonite pastor, if you would have told me that 22 years later I would be using technology as a tool to reach people with the
gospel, I wouldn’t have believed you.
Over the last 20+ years, God has opened a unique door of opportunity. Today we have more than 8 billion mobile subscribers—more
mobile devices than people on the earth. While not every person owns a mobile device yet, the access we have to provide a clear message
of salvation and access to the Bible is unprecedented and growing every day. With the opportunity to reach the ends of the earth in a way
. This is the
question that Unite Life life set out to answer in 2013. This question has turned into a quest to create a bridge that would provide every
person access to a healthy Christian community.
I am committed to investing my life in the fulfillment of Jesus’ commission to make disciples of every tribe, tongue, and nation.
By partnering with others with a similar vision, and leveraging technology, I believe this goal can be achieved in our generation.

Till All Have Heard,

Dwayne Stoltzfus
Founder/Board Chairman
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The World Bank
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THE OPPORTUNITY
BEFORE US
As millions of people every day hear the gospel and gain access to
God's Word online, we are presented with a new opportunity: How

do we connect these people to a church in their area for
further discipleship?

Unite Life exists to provide a bridge so every person can connect
with a healthy Christian community. Our team has created a
system that reaches seekers online through an expansive
digital strategy, connects each person to a local church, and
provides follow-up to track and measure their ongoing discipleship.

“There are millions of villages, neighborhoods,
and suburbs around the world where there is
no Body of Christ – no church. Because
the local church is vital to the formation of
disciples, we need to ensure that there is a
church within walking distance of every person
on earth.”
- Rick Warren, Finishing the Task
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THE PROVEN SOLUTION

HISTORY

After our initial launch in China 2012, Unite Life conducted a follow-up pilot to reach out to 21,070 seekers who had previously connected to a
church through our platform. Our team followed up at six weeks, six months, and twelve months after their original connection, successfully
confirming that 9,356 seekers personally attended a healthy Christian community. (44% confirmation rate).
Started sharing online gospel
presentations and launched call
center to connect seekers

Sr. Executive Team formalized in
Plano, Texas

Added additional team members
to launch in three new countries

CHURCH CONNECT
LAUNCHED

US HEADQUARTERS
ESTABLISHED

TEAM & COUNTRY
EXPANSION: INDIA,
AZERBAIJAN,
UZBEKISTAN

2014-15

2012
2013
CHINA LAUNCH

One of the first Christian
media companies in China
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2018
2017

Process drives our technology. As the seeker takes their journey online, they engage in partner content such as gospel
presentations, Bible downloads, and discipleship materials. The Unite Life Platform then tracks all of this data and immediately works to
securely connect the seeker to a host church in their country via SMS, Email, WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger, and Telegram. The host

2020

2019

PARTNERSHIP &
CHURCH NETWORK
GROWTH

TECHNOLOGY
BUILT TO SCALE
GLOBALLY

THE
BRIDGE7 PROJECT
LAUNCHED

Partnered with Global Media
Outreach and East West Ministries

Launched Unite Life Platform to
expand outside of China

Finalized Strategic Plan
and funding model for
global growth
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THE PLAN FORWARD
In 2019, Unite Life partnered with the ALIA
Foundation and Excellence in Giving to host a
Think Tank with over 15 key leaders, missions
organizations, and foundations to provide
feedback in developing a 24-month strategic
plan.
The Bridget7 Project will provide the needed
growth capital to execute this strategic plan,
focused specifically on: 1.) Growing the church
network and overall reach by launching three
new global Connect Centers (six total);
2.) Developing the technology to grow the
church network and follow up with seekers to
confirm connection and ongoing spiritual
growth 3.) Partnering with other ministries
through our digital ecosystem to learn and
maximize impact.
The Unite Life platform currently utilizes
three Connect Centers (India, Central Asia
and China) through eight languages to
respond to seekers, train church hosts, and
help the church network grow in each
country.

North &
South America
Languages
English
Spanish
Portuguese

 CURRENT CONNECT CENTERS
 NEW CONNECT CENTERS

Over the next two years, Unite Life will expand
Connect Centers into three new regions of the world.
This growth will allow us to go from covering 35.5%
of the world’s population to 68.8% by the end of 2025.
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PROJECTED RESULTS
BY 2025

Languages
English
Russian
Farsi
Turkish

Africa

Languages
English
Arabic
French

REACH

399,300,204 seekers with Christian content online
through trusted partners using the Unite Life Platform

CONNECT

China

Middle
East

Languages
English
Arabic
Turkish
Farsi

Languages
English
Mandarin

India

Languages
English
Hindi
Tamil
Telugu

4,082,044 new seekers confirmed they were
connected to a local church

917,020 total churches in our global church network
through Connect Centers

FOLLOW-UP

1,443,745 seekers confirmed they attended the church
181,467 seekers confirmed engaging in scripture weekly
220,940 personal salvation testimonies collected
141,852 seekers confirmed they were baptized

Projections based on historic results in China (2012-2018) and India (2019-2020)
Follow-up will be conducted at six weeks, six months and twelve months through automation
and the Connect Center
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MEASURING SUCCESS
The Unite Life Platform provides the ability to map measurable outcomes of
transformation as individuals grow through the discipleship process by
tracking: Decision of Faith, Bible Engagement, Baptism, Church
Engagement, and Testimony Collection through follow-up. Ministry
Partners can track and map digital responses, connections, engagement, and
church networks in real-time.

REVENUE TYPE
Over the next five years earned revenue* fees will increase as Growth Funding decreases. Currently earned revenue* accounts for 31%, by
the end of 2025 earned revenue* fees will account for 91% of all revenue.

TECH DEVELOPMENT &
DISTRIBUTION REVENUE

PARTNER REVENUE

As a collaborative Kingdom organization, the Unite Life Platform allows
ministry partners to plug in their unique content to reach, connect, and
follow-up with seekers online. In 2020, Unite Life is projected to connect
9,281 seekers to healthy Christian community.

24%

PARTNERSHIPS

24%

GROWTH FUNDING

32%

40%

20%

25%

41%

46%

56%

51%

27%

14%

YR 1
$3,937,545

YR 2
$5,903,709

YR 3
$5,972,197

YR 4
$6,264,306

45%

46%
9%
YR 5
$6,943,682

*Earned revenue is Partner Revenue + Technology Development and Distribution Revenue.
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*Partner Revenue is generated from partner ministries paying to use the Unite Life Platform.
*Technology Development and Distribution Revenue is generated from developing new technology and managing online distribution for partners.
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BUILDING THE BRIDGE TOGETHER

The Bridge7 Project aims to expand the Unite Life Platform into additional countries over the next two years by focusing on:
Infrastructure, Growth, and Innovation.
We are seeking resource partners and Kingdom leaders to prayerfully consider partnering with us to...Build a bridge that will reach,
connect, and follow up - for every tribe, tongue, and nation.

Projected Revenue Forecast
Expenses

2021

2022

TOTAL

$1,817,361

$3,022,008

$4,839,369

2021

2022

TOTAL

$2,014,344

$2,369,618

$4,383,962

$1,552,304

$2,977,815

$4,530,119

$370,897

$556,276

$927,173

$3,937,545

$5,903,709

$9,841,254

2021

2022

TOTAL

$3,937,545

$5,903,709

$9,841,254

$1,817,361

$3,022,008

$4,839,369

$2,120,184

$2,881,701

$5,001,885

INFRASTRUCTURE
GROWTH
Country Expansion & Increased Distribution

INNOVATION
Technology & Platform Development
Expenses Grand Total

BRIDGE 7 PROJECT OVERVIEW
Financial Goal
Projected Revenue Forecast

GROWTH FUNDING NEEDED
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FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT:
Marcus H. Stern, Executive Director : mstern@unitelife.com

unitelife.com

